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Abstract. Specialized tools already provide support for creation and
execution of parameter sweeps. In such applications many tasks perform
similar computations for varying input parameters. So far however none
of these existing tools integrates well into service-oriented architectures
or allows parametric modeling directly at the service interface. We ad-
dress exactly this gap and demonstrate practical applicability with a con-
crete system architecture and implementation. Moreover we extend our
services with reduction operators well known from parallel programming
that perform certain aggregations or selections over the result set from all
tasks of a given parameter study. Our efforts are substantial extensions
to previous work on the service synthesis tool the ’Otho Toolkit’ that
allows smooth integration of scientific applications into service-oriented
Grids. An experimental evaluation concludes our paper.1

1 Introduction

Parameter sweeping applications consist of many tasks that perform same or
similar computations for varying input parameters and are quite common in
many scientific and engineering domains. Often the individual tasks are inde-
pendent, i.e. they do not require any inter-task communication, and therefore
are easy to parallelize and well-suited for large-scale Grids [5]. We use the fol-
lowing definitions. Parameters are the set of input values to solve a particular
problem constellation. The parameter space is a certain variation of parameters
in given ranges to solve a related set of problems. Finally a parameter sweep
or parameter study is the results of running a program with a given param-
eter space. To maximize practical utility certain technical difficulties have to
be addressed. First the individual tasks of the parameter sweep should run on
a large variety of Grid resources. Another important aspect is that parameter
may not only occur in form of commandline arguments, but also in form of en-
vironment variables, input file names, within configuration or even application
source-code files. Moreover large parametric experiments produce many results
which makes their management and analysis hard and time-consuming. When
addressing those issues parameter studies easily become complex, a reason why
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many existing tools are specific to certain environments or applications. The
great interest the scientific community has in such tools has motivated us to
extend our work in that direction.

In previous work [6,7] we discussed the semi-automatic transformation of
legacy applications into service-oriented Grid environments and suggested a
mechanism and corresponding tools for synthesis of tailor-made application
services. Our focus thereby lies on existing, resource-intensive non-interactive
commandline legacy application, shortly denoted by RLA, as typically used in
high-performance and Grid computing environments. The synthesized services
are called Executor Services XS and are customized wrapper services tailor-
made for a specific application and adapted to a certain Grid resource. They
provide a purely functional interface that exposes the application parameters
(commandline arguments, arguments located inside input or configuration files,
input/output data files) but hides all technical details of the resource alloca-
tion and application execution process. The Otho Toolkit is a software system
that has proven to be a valuable tool for automatized synthesis of XS source
codes including all required service and application artifacts to build a self con-
tained deployable service package. The Otho Toolkit and the Executor Services
it synthesizes are the basis for the research presented subsequently.

Related Work. There are two major research directions so far. The first uses
templates, markup languages or source code annotations for modeling the pa-
rameter studies and usually provides management tools for execution. Certain
existing grid middleware systems such as Condor [10], UNICORE [2] or Ap-
pLeS [3] allow to launch pre-existing parameter studies however these tools do
not directly support modeling or creation. AppLeS itself is a Grid scheduler
which was later on extended with AppLeS Parameter-Sweep Template (APST)
targeting parameter studies. Nimrod is a parametric modeling system that uses
a declarative language to express a parametric experiment and provides automa-
tion of the formulation, running, monitoring and result collating tasks [1]. Its
parametrization capabilities are however limited to input files. ZENTURIO [9]
is an experiment management tool that can be used for execution of parameter
studies on cluster and Grid architectures. It uses a directive-based language for
source code instrumentation. Even though it provides a convenient graphical
user interface and also a service interface it is not applicable to extend services
with integral parameter study capabilities. The second stream of research takes
advantage of graphical user interfaces for modeling parameter studies. ILAB [14]
enables the creation of parameter study-oriented workflows using an advanced
GUI that allows to specify how to create and distribute the parameter files.
However their approach is rather static and also its parametrization is limited to
input files. Both SEGL [4] and a parameter sweep extension to the P-GRADE
portal [8] focus on embedding support for parameter sweeps inside potentially
complex workflows. Both approaches are certainly very interesting but have a
different focus than our approach as we wanted to make the parameter study
support an integral part of our synthesized services such that it can be used from
any client without the need for a dedicated GUI or Grid portal system.
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2 Parametric Modeling

The parameter space is the variation of input parameters in given ranges to solve
a related set of problems. Parametric Modeling then denotes the mechanism for
describing and building a parameter space. We designed a formal language and
derived from that a syntactical textual rendering. First we define so-called value
sets that are abbreviations and allow concise formulation of parameter ranges
instead of complete exhaustive enumeration. The syntactical rendering relies on
XML-Schema to define a XML-syntax that naturally integrates with current
Web service technologies such as SOAP. Then we present the mechanism used
to combine the given value sets to build the full parameter space.

2.1 Value Sets

Value set are abbreviations and allow concise formulation of parameter ranges in-
stead of complete taxative enumeration. We distinguish three value-set datatypes:
string-set, int-set and real-set. The grammar is defined as follows for REAL∈ R and
INT ∈ N.

STRING := ’"’ CHAR+ ’"’
CHAR := [^"{},:] | "\"" | "\{" | "\}" | "\," | "\:"
SET := ’{’ ( INT_SET | STRING_SET |

BOOL_SET | ENUM_SET ) ’}’
INT_SET := INT | ( INT_SET, INT_SET) | INT_SEQU
INT_SEQU := INT_FROM ’:’ INT_TO [ ’:’ INT_STRIDE ]
INT_FROM, INT_TO, INT_STRIDE := INT
REAL_SET := REAL | ( REAL_SET, REAL_SET) | REAL_SEQU
REAL_SEQU := REAL_FROM ’:’ REAL_TO [ ’:’ REAL_STRIDE ]
REAL_FROM, REAL_TO, REAL_STRIDE := REAL
STRING_SET := STRING | ( STRING, STRING_SET )
STRING := STRING ’+’ SET

They allow users to define multiple value sets for arguments by enumerating
values or the use of special set operators. Argument value sets are defined by the
well-defined evaluation function Φ(σ) → ψ resolving an argument set σ into a
finite non-empty list of ordered argument values ψ. Once evaluated all resolved
elements ψ = {e1, . . . , en|n≥1} are ordered and denoted by indexes 0 . . . n. Empty
sets are disallowed, i.e. n ≥ 1. For each basic datatype a customised evaluation
function is provided returning a list of accordingly typed argument values: in-
teger ΦI , real ΦR, string ΦS , enumeration ΦE and boolean ΦB functions. For
referring to specific elements the function Φ can be indexed, e.g. Φ1(σ) returns
the first element and Φn(σ) the last element. The � operator is used to con-
catenate a string with another string or valid element (e.g. integer sets, etc). For
convenience we allow concise numerical set definitions via the special set operator
Φ(a:b:c) where a is the start value, b the end value and c specifies the stride that
defaults to 1, i.e. Φ(from:to) ≡ Φ(from:to:1). The evaluation function Φ may be
applied recursively, quite commonly found e.g. in combination with the string
concatenation operator � to build a list of file names. If VE denotes the value set
of a certain enumeration datatype E , then ΦE(ψ) = {e0, . . . , en} ∧ ∀ei|ei ∈ VE .
Subsequent examples show practical use of Φ.
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ΦI(2,5,17,99) ≡ {2, 5, 17, 99}
ΦI(ΦI(2:5), ΦI(17,99)) ≡ {2, 3, 4, 5, 17, 99}
ΦI(-4:4:2) ≡ {−4,−2, 0, 2, 4}
ΦR(0.03:0.05:0.01) ≡ {0.03, 0.04, 0.05}
ΦS("mriaa.df3", "mriab.df3", "mriac.df3") ≡ {mriaa.df3, mriab.df3, mriac.df3 }
ΦS("mria" � ΦS("a", "b", "c") � ”.df3”) ≡ {mriaa.df3, mriab.df3, mriac.df3 }
ΦS("mri" � ΦI(0:3) � ".df3") ≡ {mri0.df3, mri1.df3, mri2.df3, mri3.df3}

In the first three examples printed above integer sets are defined by enumeration,
hierarchical combination, sequential range specification with default stride of one
and then a stride length of two. A three item real set is then given in the range
[0.03, 0.0.5]. Finally three string set examples are given that demonstrate also
concatenation and inclusion of an integer value set.

2.2 Web Service Interface Syntax

In order to make practical use of the value sets for specification of parameter
studies at the service-level a syntactical rendering that integrates well with cur-
rent Web service technologies such as WSDL and SOAP is required. We use
custom XML-Schema datatypes for this purpose. The value sets themselves are
not expressed token by token in XML as this would cause exorbitant overheads
for marginal benefit. Instead we use a XML string type as wrapper and concise
textual syntax for the value sets. The use of valuesets is shown below.

<complexType name="ExecutePovrayAnimationRequest">
<sequence>

<element name="scenepov" type="pst:valueset" />
<element name="frame" type="pst:valueset" />
<element name="sceneini" type="xsd:string" />
<element name="width" type="xsd:int" />
<element name="height" type="xsd:int" />
<element name="format" type="tns:PovrayImageFormat" />

</sequence>
</complexType>

The code snippet contains a XML-Schema type used inside the request message
to an Executor Service for the POV-Ray [13] application. The first two arguments
namely scenepov and frame use our custom pst:valueset datatype that allows
value set specification at this positions.

<ExecutePovrayAnimationRequest>
<scenepov>SS{’MRI_61FA_1.pov’, SS{’MRI_FB2E_’ + IS{2:6:2} + ’.pov’}}</scenepov>
<frame>IS{1:3}</frame>
<sceneini>MRI.ini<sceneini>
<width>1920</width>
<height>1280</height>
<format>PNG</format>

</ExecutePovrayAnimationRequest>

A possible invocation of the service may contain the XML elements printed
above. Both pstudyset datatypes specify value sets. The scenepov argument con-
tains a string set that contains one terminal string and another string-set that
unfolds to three terminal strings therefore has a total length of four strings. The
frame parameter specifies an integer set that unfolds to the numbers 1, 2, 3.
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2.3 Building the Parameter Space

The crossproduct of all elements in all sets is calculated and used as parameter
space for invoking the instances of the specified task. Lets assume we have n
value set parameters P1, . . . Pn. Each parameter Pi has a different set of lPi

argument values V Pi = vPi
1 , vPi

2 , . . . , vPi

lPi
. In order to generate the parameter

space PS the cross product of all argument values has to be computed, i.e.

PS = P1 × P2 × . . . × Pn = vP1
1 , vP2

1 , . . . , vP1
2 , vP2

2 , . . . , vP1
3 , vP2

3 , . . .

which means that the first values of each parameter are combined then the last
parameter is assigned the second value and so forth until all values of Pn have
been used, then Pn is reset and Pn−1 is changed to the second value, etc.

pspace = {pstudyset(scenepov) × pstudyset(frame)} = {

{ {MRI 61FA 2.pov, 1, . . .} {MRI 61FA 2.pov, 2, . . .} {MRI 61FA 3.pov, 1, . . .}
{MRI FB2E 2.pov, 1, . . .} {MRI FB2E 2.pov, 2, . . .} {MRI FB2E 2.pov, 3, . . .}
{MRI FB2E 4.pov, 1, . . .} {MRI FB2E 4.pov, 2, . . .} {MRI FB2E 4.pov, 3, . . .}
{MRI FB2E 6.pov, 1, . . .} {MRI FB2E 6.pov, 2, . . .} {MRI FB2E 6.pov, 3, . . .} }

For the POV-Ray example invocation printed in the previous example the pa-
rameter space then contains 4 × 3 = 12 elements. It is listed above. Each Pi is
assigned to a service XSi for execution.

3 Reduction Operations

The result space of parameter studies grows in direct proportion with the pa-
rameter space and its size and complexity quickly becomes hard to manage and
analyze. The parallel computing community developed several shortcut commu-
nication patterns between sets of individual processes (scatter and gather, subset
and group messages and reduction operations) to ease development and at the
same time increase efficiency of parallel programs. In the scatter operation the
originator sends a personalized message to a set of nodes. For instance an n-size
array is distributed to n nodes such that the first node receives the first ele-
ment, the second node the second element and so forth. Mapped to our context
the building of the parameter space and allocation of n services corresponds to
this scatter operation. Each element of the parameter space is used as input
parametrization for another service. The reverse is the gather operation which
corresponds to the default behavior of our parameter study executor services as
described in the previous sections.

We suggest an additional alternative behavior for our services inspired by the
idea of reduction operations. After termination of each part of the parameter
study n result items are available at each of the n services XSi∈1...n as de-
scribed by the response message of the service interface. An all-to-one reduction
operation collects these n data items and combines them through an associa-
tive operator into the primary service XS0. Different reduction operators for
combination, aggregation and mathematical operations are possible. Currently
available are the following eight operators.
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REDUCTION_SUM REDUCTION_MIN REDUCTION_MEAN REDUCTION_SORTED_ASC
REDUCTION_PRODUCT REDUCTION_MAX REDUCTION_MEDIAN REDUCTION_SORTED_DESC

Reduction operations are very helpful to design many parallel algorithms but
also to quickly identify maxima or minima as commonly intended when executing
large parameter studies. To better illustrate the usage of our reduction operations
we use a simple service that calculates the square of each element of a set of
integer values. The corresponding request type is shown below. Now assume the
valueset <set>IS{2:8:2}</set> is sent as part of the as request message. The
valueset unfolds to the four elements 2, 4, 6, 8 and the corresponding squares are
returned as part of the response message printed below.
<complexType name="SquaresRequest"> <SquaresResponse>

<sequence> <result>4</result>
<element name="set" type="pst:valueset" /> <result>16</result>

</sequence> <result>36</result>
</complexType> <result>64</result>

</SquaresResponse>

Now lets assume the user does not need all result elements, rather is only inter-
ested in finding the maximum and perhaps the sum of all values.
<complexType name="SumOfSquaresResponse"> <SumOfSquaresResponse>

<sequence> <max>
<element name="max" type="pst:reduction_max" /> <value>64</value>
<element name="sum" type="pst:reduction_sum" /> <index>3</index>

</sequence> </max>
</complexType> <sum>120</sum>

</SumOfSquaresResponse>

From user perspective this task becomes now trivial by using the two reduction
operators as shown above. In the response message type declaration the reduc-
tion operators are defined as special datatypes. The response message itself then
contains for the example given above a max and a sum element with the corre-
sponding results. While sum, product, mean and median affect all elements the
max and min operator results also contain the index position of the element as
users are likely to be interested in which concrete parametrization is associated
with the result. The result index position corresponds to the sequence created
by unfolding the parameter space as explained in the previous section.

4 Implementation

We used the Otho Toolkit to synthesize a set of executor services (XS). Each
set of service replicas was synthesized for three case study applications, namely
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Wien2k [12], a material science software performing electronic structure calcu-
lations of solids, POV-Ray [13], a high-quality raytracer, as representative for
parameter sweep applications and a simple java-based program that calculates
the squares of integer values as described in Section 3. We then extended the
generated service source codes and integrated the parameter sweep capabilities.
Figure 2 illustrates our system architecture. First we updated the XS inter-
faces and integrated the valueset parameters. One of the service replicas was
determined to be the primary XSPS and the remaining services became work-
ers denoted by XSi∈1...n. The primary XSPS accepts user requests, parses the
valueset parameter ranges and creates the parameter space. It then instanti-
ates the PS manager component to which it hands over the parameter space.
The PS manager creates for each parameter combination a parameter object
that contains the parametrization of a certain task. This set is then stored into
a repository. Each XSi∈1...n regularly contacts the repository and queries for
tasks to execute. If a matching task is available it marks it as active and starts
with the processing. While active each worker updates in regular intervals a
timestamp associated with each task in order to identify failures. The reposi-
tory is implemented as a relational database with a Web service interface. The
PS manager uses a separate component the PS monitor that regularly checks
the PS repository and notifies the manager upon completion. Once all task of
the parameter sweep have been finished the PS manager retrieves all results by
contacting all worker services XSi∈1...n. If a response message argument uses of
of our reduction operators the primary service XSPS calculates the result using
a generic library. Otherwise the individual results are combined into the result
array before being returned to the service requestor.

5 Experiments

In order to assess and evaluate our approach and implementation we conducted
a set of experiments on the AustrianGrid [11] infrastructure. We deployed the
synthesized and adapted Executor Services (XS) on several Grid sites. The
repository was deployed on the Grid site in Innsbruck. We were interested in an-
swering the following questions. (1) What is the communication time complexity
of a typical XS u sage if no parametric modeling is available? (2) Which over-
heads are introduced if parametric modeling and parameter sweep support at
the XS-level is available? (3) How big are those overheads and comparison with

Grid Middleware / Infrastructure 
R R R R R R

XS XS XS XS XS

...

XS
        (PS)

Param
ObjParam

Obj
Param

ObjParam
Obj

PS
Manager

create

notify create PS-RepoPS-Repostore sync

PS
Visua-
lizer

PS
Monitor

monitor

Reduction
Ops

Fig. 2. System Architecture
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Fig. 3. Experimental Results

how do they compare regarding communication complexity without parameter
study support? The first chart in Figure 3 contains the results of the follow-
ing set of experiments. We executed several parameter studies for the POV-Ray
application and varied the size of the parameter space and the size of the re-
quest message, i.e. for large parameter values. The chart plots the total response
time for all service usages to complete however with the actual execution time
excluded. With both growing message size and size of the parameter space the
response time increases steadily. If the parameter space contains only a single
element n = 1 then our experiment runs terminated after 0.027s for 16kB, and
0.046s for 800kB messages. Given a parameter space size n = 320 completion
already requires 1.79s for 16kB, 3.21s for 120kB and already 14.98s for 800kB
messages. This corresponds to a 325fold super-linear increase for 320 messages
with 800kB. Clearly the use of parametric modeling to reduce the number of
interactions will improve overall system performance dramatically. The addi-
tional overheads introduced by the support for parameter studies are directly
derived by our system architecture in Figure 2. First the client sends a request
to the XS-PS primary service, which creates the PS object and stores it in the
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Table 1. PStudy Messaging Overheads Details

scenario I II III I II III
n 200 200 200 2400 2400 2400
request 3807.0 19.0 19.0 45684.0 19.0 19.0
createPS - 26.4 26.4 - 32.0 32.0
storePS - 30.5 30.5 - 37.1 37.1
async - 30.5 30.5 - 37.1 37.1
reduction - - 100.7 - - 1585.8
response 3807.0 3807.0 19.0 45684.0 45684.0 19.0∑

7614.0 3913.4 226.1 91368.0 45809.2 1730.1

repository. The next overhead category is the time required by XSi∈1...n to query
the repository for open tasks which we configured to be done on a scheduled in-
terval of 50ms. After the actual program execution all results are collected and
aggregated at the primary. Finally the result is sent in a response message to
the client. The top-right plot in Figure 3 shows the detailed overheads we mea-
sured while running the POV-ray parameter study at n = 200 with the master
being located at four different Grid sites. In the third set of experiments we
focused on the cost of the reduction operation for increasing size of the param-
eter space n. We used our three pilot applications. The Square application used
the REDUCTION SUM operator to build a global sum of the partial results. For
Wien2k and POV-Ray we implemented custom application-specific operators,
namely a text-file concatenator for Wien2k and a converter of multiple images
into a movie using the Unix utility png2yuv. The third chart in Figure 3 depicts
the experienced overhead of the reduction operations for all three applications
for parameter spaces up to n = 3000. Finally we created a direct comparison
between three cases using the Squares application. For an increasing parameter
space size n we plotted the response time in milliseconds measured using the
Squares application. In the fourth plot in Figure 3 we compare separate invo-
cations not using parametric modeling, a parameter study with full parameter
space combined into a single parametrically modeled argument with and with-
out a reduction operation. The results for n = 200 broken down into individual
overheads is shown in Figure 3. Given the fact that by using the reduction the
total amount of interactions can be cut down to only two messages exchanged
between client and master the total experienced response time of the parame-
ter study and reduction case was an order of magnitude smaller than for the
combined and again for the case of separate invocations.

6 Conclusion

We suggested a comfortable user-transparent parameter study mechanism di-
rectly integrated into Grid applications services for easy use within service-
oriented Grid environments. Our parametric modeling approach uses formally
defined value sets, a concise textual syntax embedded within the service-interface
and a mechanism to automatically build the parameter space. Moreover we in-
troduce reduction operations as shortcut communication patterns well known
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from parallel computing to our parameter study enabled services. Our proto-
type implementation is based on the Otho Toolkit, a service synthesis tool for
automatic integration of legacy applications into service-oriented Grids. In a set
of experiments we evaluated the involved overheads for three pilot applications.
We demonstrated that under ideal circumstances efficiency can be greatly in-
creased by using parametric modeling and the reduction operations given that
the total amount of necessary message interactions is minimized. Future work
goes in two directions. First we plan to improve on the scheduling of the indi-
vidual tasks as we currently apply a trivial random-based scheme. Second when
implementing the prototypes for our applications we noticed that the greatest
benefit for users would arise from availability of custom reduction operators. We
also want to investigate in this direction possibly providing several new operators
that are useful to certain classes of applications.
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